39 | SEVERE ACUTE RESPIRATORY SYNDROME CORONAVIRUSES (SARS AND SARS-CoV-2)

39.1 | Disease agents
- Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) coronavirus (SARS-CoV)
- SARS coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2)

39.2 | Disease agent characteristics
- Family: *Coronaviridae*; Subfamily: *Orthocoronavirinae*; Genus: *Betacoronavirus*.
- Virion morphology and size: enveloped with club-shaped spikes, 100–130 nm in diameter, giving the virus the appearance of a solar corona, and a helical nucleocapsid.
- Nucleic acid: large linear, positive-sense, single-stranded RNA, ~29.8 kb in length.
- Physicochemical properties: Virions sensitive to treatment with lipid solvents, nonionic detergents, formaldehyde, and oxidizing agents; stable in feces and urine at room temperature for at least 1–2 days, especially if diarrhea is present (high pH); only minimal reduction in infectivity after 21 days at 4°C and reduced by one log only after 48 h at room temperature; heating to 56°C inactivates these agents quickly.

39.3 | Disease name
- Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) is the disease name (SARS-CoV is the agent).
- Coronavirus Disease of 2019 (COVID-19) is the disease name (SARS-CoV-2 is the agent).
- The Middle Eastern Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (MERS-CoV) is covered in a separate fact sheet.

39.4 | Priority level
- Scientific/Epidemiologic evidence regarding blood safety: Theoretical.
- Public concern regarding blood safety: Low; there is no current evidence of transfusion transmission of any SARS coronaviruses (or any respiratory agent) despite intensive study.
- Public concern regarding disease agent: High for SARS-CoV-2; it is likely that reemergence of a more pathogenetic coronavirus variant would alter public perception.

39.5 | Background
- There are now seven human coronaviruses, three of which can cause severe disease (SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2). The others are associated with “common cold” illnesses.
- First cases of SARS-CoV occurred in Guangdong province in 2002 with major outbreaks in Southeast Asia and a North American outbreak in Toronto between 2002 and 2003.
- The SARS CoV-2 (COVID-19) pandemic emerged in Wuhan province in late 2019 being closely related to two bat-derived CoV-like coronaviruses as intermediate hosts facilitating the emergence into humans, similar to what was seen for SARS-CoV from civet cats and MERS-CoV from dromedary camels.
  - The source of the COVID-19 pandemic is not clear.
  - The two most prominent competing hypotheses are zoonotic spillover and lab release. The former may be more probable, but the latter has not been excluded.

39.6 | Common human exposure routes
- SARS-CoV is spread through close contact with respiratory droplets and aerosols.
- SARS-CoV-2 is spread by contact with infected persons, and the role of aerosol, in contrast to large droplet, transmission appears more important than for SARS-CoV.
- Although infectious coronaviruses can be isolated from feces, evidence for fecal-oral transmission is minimal.
- Contaminated inanimate environmental surfaces do not appear to be a major route of transmission for SARS-CoV-2.

39.7 | Likelihood of secondary transmission
- Significant by contact with symptomatic cases for SARS-CoV.
- The importance of aerosol transmission from asymptomatic infected persons with SARS-CoV-2 was not appreciated early in the pandemic and was responsible for significant secondary spread.
39.8 | At-risk populations

- Family members in close contact with cases.
- Individuals with a number of chronic conditions, including obesity, diabetes, cardiac and lung diseases are at increased risk for adverse outcomes.
- Healthcare workers in close contact with cases.
- Elderly and immune-compromised individuals are at increased risk for serious outcomes.

39.9 | Vector and reservoir involved

- The civet cat (palm civet) in Southeast Asia was the likely source of introduction of the SARS-CoV agent into humans.
- SARS-CoV-2 RNA sequences found in the Wuhan outbreak had similarities to that found in bats and other animal hosts. Its ultimate origin remains under investigation.

39.10 | Blood phase

- Low levels of virus-specific RNA in blood occur with SARS-CoV, but the presence and frequency of infectious viremia is not well documented.
- SARS-CoV-2 RNA is detectable in plasma in about 0.1%-2% of hospitalized ICU COVID-19 patients from 2 to 16 days after onset of acute illness, with one study reporting peak levels at days 5-7 of illness. Disappearance by day 10 is expected in the absence of severe immunosuppression.
- RNA was detected in the plasma of up to 15% of blood donors during their pre-symptomatic phase of infection before implementation of widespread vaccination in the population, and in 10.2% and 12.9% of presymptomatic donors during the Delta and Omicron variant–predominant months, respectively.
- Viral particles can be seen by multiple imaging methods in plasma samples containing SARS-CoV-2 RNA. Their infectivity is not well characterized, and efforts to isolate the virus from the blood of infected patients have been unsuccessful.
- There have been no documented or confirmed cases of transfusion transmission of either SARS or SARS-CoV-2.

39.11 | Survival/persistence in blood products

- Unknown

39.12 | Transmission by blood transfusion

- No cases with either virus have been documented despite appropriate lookback studies involving detection of RNA or infectious virus.
- A single possible case of transmission by a hematopoietic stem cell transplant has been reported.

39.13 | Cases/frequency in population

- Over 8000 cases and 900 deaths from SARS-CoV were reported to the WHO, as of August 2003. No cases have been recognized since subsidence of the original epidemic.
- Approximately 770 million cases and 7 million deaths from COVID-19 caused by SARS-CoV-2 as of June 23, 2023, have been reported by WHO, with 13.5 billion vaccine doses administered worldwide.

39.14 | Incubation period

- 2–10 days, averaging 5–7 days

39.15 | Likelihood of clinical disease

- SARS CoV had high clinical penetrance.
- Up to 50% of SARS-CoV-2 cases are asymptomatic.
  - Manifestations are shorter and milder in children, with the exception of rare autoinflammatory sequelae that can be fatal (multisystem inflammatory syndrome in children; MIS-C).
  - 20%-30% are associated with post-acute syndromes, so-called “long Covid.”

39.16 | Primary disease symptoms

- Symptoms and signs include fever, respiratory complaints, hypoxemia, imaging evidence of pneumonia and a variety of GI and non-specific extrapulmonary manifestations.
- Respiratory failure requiring assisted ventilation or ECMO occurs with MERS>SARS>SARS-CoV-2 infection. Note: MERS (Middle Eastern respiratory syndrome) is covered in another fact sheet.

39.17 | Severity of clinical disease

- Asymptomatic to severe/fatal.
39.18 | Mortality

- Case fatality rates are age and co-morbidity dependent. Infection fatality rates are <10% for SARS and 0.5%–1% for SARS-CoV-2 infections.

39.19 | Chronic carriage

- No

39.20 | Treatment available/efficacious

- Supportive care is a mainstay for all coronaviruses.
- Specific antiviral therapies were not widely available for treatment of SARS-CoV.
- For COVID-19 antivirals, corticosteroids, monoclonal antibodies, COVID-19 convalescent plasma (CCP) and biological response modifiers have been evaluated in high-quality clinical trials.
- The effects of antivirals (e.g., nirmatrelvir/ritonavir, remdesivir and molnupiravir) have shown variable utility for prevention of progression to severe infection when administered early in the course of infection to high-risk individuals. Nirmatrelvir co-packaged with ritonavir (Paxlovid) was the first oral antiviral FDA-approved (May 25, 2023) for the treatment of COVID-19 in adults.
- Passive immunotherapy (monoclonals and CCP, the latter in high titers) appears most effective when used for prevention (monoclonals) or early in the course of illness to prevent progression. Monoclonal antibodies have had limited efficacy due to evolution of SARS-CoV-2 variants. CCP may be a useful adjunct later for treatment of immunocompromised patients who fail to mount an effective immune response.
- Glucocorticoids are the standard of care for severe infections (i.e., in the face of hypoxia) and biological response modifiers (e.g., tocilizumab and baricitinib) have some utility in the inflammatory stage of disease.

39.21 | Agent-specific screening question(s)

- The FDA recommended a series of donor questions in the spring of 2003 when the SARS epidemic occurred. Their use was rescinded after the SARS epidemic waned.
- During the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic no formal questioning was required in the United States, due to the apparent low risk for transfusion transmission. All donors are required to be healthy and well on the day of donation and reminded to call the blood center back if symptoms develop post-donation.
- Many collection establishments requested that exposed or recently infected potential donors self-defer from some period of time.
- Donors of CCP manufactured under the FDA’s emergency use authorization were required to be well at ≥14 days beyond their illness, in addition to having minimum titers of antibodies; the US FDA modified these requirements over time.

39.22 | Laboratory test(s) available

- No FDA-licensed blood donor screening test has been approved in the absence of evidence of transfusion transmission, although research tests for donation screening have been evaluated.
- Diagnostic assays have included antigen testing, virus culture, NAT, and virus detection by immunofluorescence in tissue samples and serological assays (both spike protein and nucleocapsid antigen) for current/past infection and immunization.
- During the COVID-19 pandemic, several hundred nucleic acid, antigen and antibody assays were authorized for emergency diagnostic use by the US FDA.
- Blood donors have been a useful resource to estimate seroincidence and seroprevalence.

39.23 | Currently recommended donor deferral period

- Donors identified during the donor interview were deferred for 28 days for infection and 14 days for exposure to SARS-CoV-2.
- Donors previously infected with SARS-CoV-2 had to be well on the day of donation and pass all other screening requirements. Potential CCP donors had to be well and 14 or more days from recovery.

39.24 | Impact on blood availability

- Minimal in the United States for SARS.
- A dramatic impact on the blood supply was seen with SARS-CoV-2 due to the restrictions on blood drives at schools, places of worship, and employment attendant on social distancing restrictions.
• Temporary decreases in usage due to postponement of elective admissions and surgical procedures originally offset decreased supply. Asynchrony between hospital “reopening” and blood collections resulted in marginal blood supplies persisting in many areas during the pandemic and recovery phases.

39.25  |  Impact on blood safety

• No known transfusion transmission.
• Laboratory test(s) available: Not applicable.
• Pathogen reduction processes available for labile blood components appear to inactivate these pathogens.

39.26  |  Leukoreduction efficacy

• Unknown

39.27  |  Pathogen reduction efficacy for plasma derivatives

• Both riboflavin/UV light and amotosalen/UVA treatment have demonstrated activity/inactivation to undetectable levels (respectively) against MERS-CoV in plasma products. Inactivation of SARS-CoV-2 in all blood components to the limit of detection (3-4 logs) has been documented by amotosalen/UVA and amu-staline/glutathione.
• Multiple pathogen reduction steps used in the fractionation process have been shown to be robust in removal of enveloped viruses.

39.28  |  Other prevention measures

• Developmental pathogen reduction methods (psoralens, riboflavin) have been shown to be effective.
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